roles are also synergistic because the binding of CPX by its central helix strategically positions the accessory helix for clamping. The central helix binds to residues in both the v-and t-SNARE motifs present in the central and membrane-distal portions of the SNARE bundle (9, 10), ensuring that CPX can only begin to interfere with SNARE assembly after the SNAREpin has zippered at least halfway. The accessory helix then binds weakly and therefore reversibly to sequences in the membrane-proximal portion of the t-SNARE, ideal for a toggle switch.
Trans-SNAP receptor (SNARE, where SNAP is defined as soluble NSF attachment protein, and NSF is defined as N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor) complexes catalyze synaptic vesicle fusion and bind complexin, but the function of complexin binding to SNARE complexes remains unclear.
Here we show that in neuronal synapses, complexin simultaneously suppressed spontaneous fusion and activated fast calcium ion-evoked fusion. The dual function of complexin required SNARE binding and also involved distinct amino-terminal sequences of complexin that localize to the point where trans-SNARE complexes insert into the fusing membranes, suggesting that complexin controls the force that trans-SNARE complexes apply onto the fusing membranes. Consistent with this hypothesis, a mutation in the membrane insertion sequence of the v-SNARE synaptobrevin/vesicle-associated membrane protein (VAMP) phenocopied the complexin loss-of-function state without impairing complexin binding to SNARE complexes. Thus, complexin probably activates and clamps the force transfer from assembled trans-SNARE complexes onto fusing membranes.
S ynaptic vesicle fusion is driven by assembly of trans-SNAP receptor (SNARE, where SNAP is defined as soluble NSF attachment protein, and NSF is defined as N-ethylmaleimidesensitive factor) complexes (or SNAREpins) from syntaxin-1 and SNAP-25 on the plasma membrane and synaptobrevin/vesicle-associated membrane protein (VAMP) on the vesicle membrane (1) (2) (3) . Ca 2+ then triggers fast synchronous synaptic vesicle fusion by binding to the Ca 2+ -sensor synaptotagmin (4) (5) (6) . Besides SNARE proteins and synaptotagmin, fast Ca 2+ -triggered fusion requires complexin (7) . Complexin is composed of short N-and C-terminal sequences and two central a helices. Complexin binds to SNARE complexes via its central a helix, which inserts in an antiparallel orientation into a groove formed by synaptobrevin/VAMP and syntaxin-1 (8, 9) . Although multiple approaches have revealed an essential role of complexin in synaptic fusion (7, (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) , the nature of this role remains unclear. In vertebrate autapses, the deletion of complexin selectively impairs fast synchronous neurotransmitter release without changing asynchronous or spontaneous release (7, 10) . Conversely, in in vitro fusion assays, the addition of complexin causes a general block of SNARE-dependent fusion, indicating that complexin is a SNARE clamp (11) (12) (13) (14) . In Drosophila neuromuscular synapses, the deletion of complexin produces a >20-fold increase in spontaneous release but only a small decrease in evoked release (15) . Thus, the role of complexin in fusion is unclear. Moreover, even the importance of complexin SNARE-complex binding remains uncertain (16, 17) . We addressed these questions with two complementary approaches: (i) RNA interference-mediated knockdown of complexin with rescue and (ii) replacing wildtype (WT) synaptobrevin with specific mutants using synaptobrevin knockout (KO) mice (18) .
We knocked down complexin expression in cultured cortical neurons with the use of a short hairpin RNA (shRNA) that targets both complexin-1 and -2, the only complexin isoforms detectably expressed in these neurons (19) . For this purpose, we used lentiviruses that simultaneously synthesize the complexin shRNA and either green fluorescent protein (GFP), WT complexin-1, or 4M-mutant complexin-1 that is unable to bind to SNARE complexes because it contains four amino acid substitutions [R48A/ R59A/K69A/Y70A; for these substitutions and the synaptobrevin substitutions described below, amino acids are written in single-letter code (19) ; for example, R48A signifies the arginine-to-alanine substitution at position 48] (20, 21) . Lentivirus expressing GFP without the shRNA served a further control. This design enabled us to simultaneously analyze control neurons and complexin knock-down neurons expressing either GFP, WT complexin (as a rescue control), or 4M-mutant complexin. The shRNA strongly inhibited the expression of complexin-1 and -2, whereas the expression of other proteins (including SNARE proteins) was unchanged, and synapse numbers were unaltered (figs. S1 and S2).
The complexin knockdown increased by three-to fourfold the frequency of spontaneous miniature excitatory postsynaptic currents (mEPSCs), without altering the mEPSC amplitude (Fig. 1A) . In contrast, the complexin knockdown decreased by three-to fourfold the amplitude of EPSCs evoked by isolated action potentials (Fig. 1B) . Evoked EPSCs could not be restored by increasing the extracellular Ca 2+ concentration, identifying complexin as a central component of the Ca 2+ -triggering machinery ( fig. S3 ). Both changes were rescued by WT, but not by 4M-mutant, complexin, confirming the specificity of the shRNA and the importance of SNARE binding. Finally, the complexin knockdown decreased the initial EPSCs during a 10-Hz stimulus train but did not alter the total synaptic charge transfer evoked by the train and even increased the delayed EPSCs following the train (fig. S4) . Thus, the complexin knockdown greatly impaired fast synchronous, but not asynchronous, synaptic vesicle fusion and increased spontaneous fusion, thereby reconciling the divergent phenotypes observed in vertebrate autapses, Drosophila neuromuscular junctions, and in vitro fusion assays (7, (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) .
We next examined which complexin sequences mediate spontaneous and evoked fusion (Fig. 1C ). An N-terminal deletion of 40 residues (Cpx ) abolished all complexin function (Fig. 1, D and E) . This abolishment was not due to an impairment in SNARE-complex binding in competition with synaptotagmin, because a complexin fragment containing only its central a-helical SNARE-binding (see table S1 for numerical electrophysiology data). Statistical significance was evaluated by analysis of variance (ANOVA) in comparison to control neurons (triple asterisks denote P < 0.001); the total number of analyzed neurons in four to six independent cultures is shown in the bars. , and 6A-mutant synaptobrevin-2 (Syb2 6A). All scale bars apply to all traces in a series, and all bar diagrams depict means T SEMs. Statistical significance was evaluated by ANOVA in comparison to WT synaptobrevin-2: Single asterisks denote P < 0.05; double asterisks P < 0.01; and triple asterisks P < 0.001; the total number of analyzed neurons in five to six independent cultures is shown in the summary bars. ) still bound to SNARE complexes and potently inhibited synaptotagmin-binding to SNARE complexes (fig. S5) . Thus, SNAREcomplex binding in competition with synaptotagmin is necessary but not sufficient for complexin function, which also requires its N-terminal sequence.
Additional dissection of this N-terminal sequence revealed that the nonstructured N-terminal complexin sequence is essential for activating fast fu- To further analyze complexin function, we used synaptobrevin-deficient neurons that lack both spontaneous and evoked synaptic fusion (18) . Expression of WT synaptobrevin rescued the loss of fusion in synaptobrevin-deficient neurons. In contrast, 3A-mutant synaptobrevin that forms SNARE-complexes normally but cannot support complexin binding to these SNARE complexes (figs. S6 and S7) not only rescued spontaneous fusion but increased it more than twofold above WT levels (Fig. 2, A to D) . At the same time, 3A-mutant synaptobrevin decreased evoked fusion and decelerated and desynchronized its time course (Fig. 2, E to G, and figs. S8 and S9). Moreover, although fusion elicited by a 10-Hz stimulus train was initially decreased in synapses expressing 3A-mutant synaptobrevin, fusion quickly recovered, such that the total synaptic charge transfer evoked by the stimulus train was normal, and the amount of delayed fusion after the stimulus train was enhanced (Fig. 2, H to J, and fig.  S10 ). A second synaptobrevin mutation (the 6A-mutation) that impaired both SNARE-complex formation and complexin binding to SNARE complexes did not rescue the decrease in evoked release induced by either isolated action potentials or the stimulus train of action potentials (Fig.  2) . Thus, the block of complexin binding by the 3A-mutation caused a selective loss of synchronous fast fusion, different from the impairment of all fusion caused by the inhibition of SNAREcomplex assembly produced by the 6A-mutation.
The location of the N-terminal sequence of complexin at the point where SNARE complexes insert into the membrane suggests that the Nterminal complexin sequence may control the coupling of SNARE-complex assembly to membrane fusion. If so, complexin may act on SNARE sequences close to the membrane. We tested this hypothesis by mutating the juxta-membranous sequence of synaptobrevin/VAMP in three sets of alanine substitutions: K85A/R86A, R86A/K87A, and W89A/W90A, where W is Trp (referred to as the 85-, 86-, and WA-mutations, respectively) (figs. S6 and S7).
The WA-mutation had no effect on SNAREcomplex stability, complexin-or synaptotagminbinding to SNARE complexes, or synaptobrevin targeting to synapses (figs. S6, S7, and S11), but it caused a two-to threefold increase in mini frequency without a change in mini amplitude (Fig. 3, A to D, and fig. S12 ). Moreover, the WAmutation produced an approximately twofold decrease in fast evoked fusion, with the remaining fusion being largely asynchronous because its kinetics were decelerated two-to threefold ( fig. 3 , E to G, and fig. S9 ). Again, as observed for complexin knockdown neurons and neurons expressing 3A-mutant synaptobrevin that lacked complexin binding, synaptic vesicle fusion induced by a 10-Hz stimulus train was only impaired during the initial synchronous responses. Later responses during the train's asynchronous phase were normal, and delayed release was enhanced (Fig. 3, H to J, and fig. S13 ), thus rendering the WA-mutation a weaker phenocopy of the synaptotagmin-1 KO, the complexin KO, the complexin knockdown, and the synaptobrevin 3A-mutation phenotype (7, 15, 22) (Figs. 1 to 3) . In contrast to the WA-mutation, the 85-and 86-mutations did not impair rescue of synaptic transmission by synaptobrevin in synaptobrevindeficient neurons ( fig. S14) , thus confirming the specificity of the WA-rescue phenotype.
Here, we have shown that in neuronal synapses, complexin acted both as a clamp and as an activator of SNAREs. These functions required complexin binding to SNARE-complexes and depended on distinct N-terminal complexin sequences that localize to the point where trans-SNARE complexes insert into the two fusing membranes. A mutation in the juxta-membranous sequence of synaptobrevin phenocopies the complexin loss-of-function phenotype. Thus, the simultaneous control of spontaneous and evoked fusion by complexin appears to involve the translation of Fig. 4 . Complexin action in SNARE-dependent fusion during fusion a vesicle goes through three stages: (i) priming, (ii) superpriming, and (iii) fusion pore opening (top). Complexin is proposed to suppress spontaneous fusion by inserting into the assembling trans-SNARE complex and to activate evoked fusion by directly or indirectly interacting with the membrane-insertion sequence of SNARE proteins in the trans-complex (bottom). Complexin binding to trans-SNARE complexes simultaneously stabilizes SNARE complex assembly, blocks completion of assembly, and inhibits the transfer of the force generated by SNARE-complex assembly onto the fusing membranes. Synaptotagmin subsequently triggers fusion by reversing the complexin block on activated SNARE complexes in addition to its Ca 2+ -dependent phospholipid-binding activity (21) . Note that the C-terminal complexin sequence is not shown in the fusion diagrams to simplify the presentation.
the force generated by assembly of trans-SNARE complexes onto the two fusing membranes (Fig. 4) , consistent with biochemical data (23). We postulate that after complexin binds to assembling SNARE complexes, its N-terminal sequence activates and clamps the force generated by SNAREcomplex assembly. The N terminus of complexin might perform its activator function by pulling the complex closer to the membrane, possibly by binding to phospholipids, whereas the accessory N-terminal a-helix might clamp the complex by inserting into the space between the v-and t-SNAREs or even substituting for one of the SNAREs in the C-terminal segment of the trans-SNARE complex (24) . Once anchored on the SNARE complex, the 40 N-terminal residues of complexin both activate and clamp SNARE complexes to control fast Ca 2+ -triggered neurotransmitter release in a process that is conserved in all animals. Viewed in the broader picture, complexin and synaptotagmin therefore operate as interdependent clamp-activators of SNAREdependent fusion, with synaptotagmin exploiting the activator effect of complexin and reversing its clamping function (11, 21, 22) . In this molecular pas-de-deux, the functions of both proteins are intimately linked: Their phenotypes are identical both as activators and as clamps, and one does not operate without the other.
Persistent changes in tree mortality rates can alter forest structure, composition, and ecosystem services such as carbon sequestration. Our analyses of longitudinal data from unmanaged old forests in the western United States showed that background (noncatastrophic) mortality rates have increased rapidly in recent decades, with doubling periods ranging from 17 to 29 years among regions. Increases were also pervasive across elevations, tree sizes, dominant genera, and past fire histories. Forest density and basal area declined slightly, which suggests that increasing mortality was not caused by endogenous increases in competition. Because mortality increased in small trees, the overall increase in mortality rates cannot be attributed solely to aging of large trees. Regional warming and consequent increases in water deficits are likely contributors to the increases in tree mortality rates.
A s key regulators of global hydrologic and carbon cycles, forests are capable of contributing substantial feedbacks to global changes (1) . Such feedbacks may already be under way; for example, forest carbon storage may be responding to environmentally driven changes in global patterns of tree growth and forest productivity (2) (3) (4) . Recent warming has been implicated as contributing to episodes of forest dieback (pulses of greatly elevated tree mortality), such as those mediated by bark beetle outbreaks in western North America (5, 6 ). Yet little effort has gone toward determining whether environmental changes are contributing to chronic, long-term changes in tree demographic rates (mortality and recruitment). Changes in demographic rates, when compounded over time, can alter forest structure, composition, and function (7). For example, a persistent doubling of background mortality rate (such as from 1 to 2% year ) ultimately would cause a >50% reduction in average tree age in a forest, and hence a potential reduction in average tree size. Additionally, changing demographic rates could indicate forests approaching thresholds for abrupt dieback. Yet spatially extensive analyses of longterm changes in tree demographic rates have been limited to tropical forests, where mortality and recruitment rates both have increased over the past several decades, perhaps in response to rising atmospheric CO 2 concentrations, nutrient deposition, or other environmental changes (2, 8) .
Comparably extensive analyses have not been conducted in temperate forests.
We sought to determine whether systematic changes in tree demographic rates have occurred recently in coniferous forests of the western United States, and if so, to identify possible causes of those changes. Although the western United States has witnessed recent episodes of forest dieback related to bark beetle outbreaks or combinations of drought and outbreaks (5, 6), most forested land continues to support seemingly healthy forests that have not died back (9) . To minimize transient dynamics associated with stand development and succession, we limited our analyses to data from repeated censuses in undisturbed forest stands more than 200 years old (10) . Old forests contain trees of all ages and sizes (11, 12) , and any large, persistent changes in demographic rates over a short period (such as a few decades) are likely to be consequences of exogenous environmental changes (2, 13) . In contrast, in young forests rapid demographic changes can sometimes result largely from endogenous processes (such as self-thinning during stand development) (14) , potentially obscuring environmentally driven changes.
